Transverse diffusion of laminar flow profiles to produce capillary nanoreactors.
We introduce transverse diffusion of laminar flow profiles (TDLFP), the first generic method for mixing two or more reactants inside capillaries. Conceptually, solutions of reactants are injected inside the capillary by pressure as a series of consecutive plugs. Due to the laminar nature of flow inside the capillary, the nondiffused plugs have parabolic profiles with predominantly longitudinal interfaces between them. After injection, the plugs are mixed by transverse diffusion; longitudinal diffusion does not contribute to mixing. To prove the principle, we used TDLFP to mix two reactants-an enzyme and its substrate. After mixing the reactants by TDLFP, we incubated reaction mixtures for different periods of time and measured the reaction kinetics. We found that the reaction proceeded in time- and concentration-dependent fashion, thus confirming that the reactants were mixed by TDLFP. Remarkably, the experimental reaction kinetics were not only in qualitative agreement but also in good quantitative agreement with theoretically predicted ones. TDLFP has a number of enabling features. By facilitating the preparation of reaction mixtures inside the capillary, TDLFP lowers reagent consumption to nanoliters (microliters are required for conventionally mixing reagents in a vial). The reaction products can be then analyzed "on-line" by capillary separation coupled with optical, electrochemical, or mass spectrometric detection. The combination of TDLFP with capillary separation will be an indispensable tool in screening large combinatorial libraries for affinity probes and drug candidates: a few microliters of a target protein will be sufficient to screen thousands of compounds. The new method paves the road to a wide use of capillary nanoreactors in different areas of physical and life sciences.